For low-level d-c measurements use these new, L&N triple-purpose Amplifiers

High precision checking and calibrating under factory conditions using D-C Indicating Amplifier as null detector for accurate bridge and potentiometer circuits. Through combination of a-c amplification and balanced feedback network, zero and gain stability are designed right into instrument. Trimmer controls are eliminated.

SPEcIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MICROVOLT UNIT</th>
<th>MICRO-MICRO-AMPERE UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 9835</td>
<td>No. 9836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FULL SCALE RANGES WITH BUILT-IN 4" METERS
0 to 50 or -25 to +25 Microvolts; scale multipliers: 1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 40...

0 to 1000 or -500 to +500 Micro - Microamps; scale multipliers: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000

ACCURACY
Of amplifier: ±0.5 to 0.8% of reading; Of meter: ±1%

ZERO OFFSET
Max. offset: ±0.5 | Max. offset: ±2% of scale

*SOURCE RESISTANCE
Up to 10,000 ohms. | 0.1 megohm or more.

RESPONSE TIME
2 to 3 sec. | 2 to 3 sec.

OUTPUT
For full scale input on any range: 10 millivolts at output impedance of 500 ohms for null recorder; 1 volt for 20,000-ohm external meter.

Front panel fits standard 19" relay rack.

*Accuracy and Response Time depend on Source Resistance.

These new D-C Indicating Amplifiers are the answer for all your low-level measurements with thermocouples, strain gages, bolometers—bridge and potentiometer circuits—ionization, leakage, and phototube currents—almost any measurement of extremely small direct current or voltage.

Actually 3 instruments in 1, Amplifiers can be used as:

✓ Direct-reading instruments—Scale multiplier knob lets you select the range in which you want to work.

✓ Recorder preamplifiers—with broad flexibility. One or two degrees temperature difference can be spread right across a 10" Speedomax recorder chart.

✓ Null detectors—more sensitive than most reflecting galvanometers, yet with full scale response time of only 2 to 3 seconds. Leveling is unnecessary; the instrument is not affected by vibration. At the turn of a range knob, you have available a wide choice of sensitivities. And when using non-linear response, not only does the instrument stay on scale at extreme unbalance; sensitivity increases automatically as the null point is approached.

For details, send for Folder EM9-51(1). Write our nearest office, or 4926 Stenton Ave., Phila. 44, Pa.
The Two Main Problems of Evolution

Evolution has been defined as “descent with modification.” Now hereditary modifications must therefore be the basic materials for evolution, and the manner of origin of hereditary variations must therefore be the first major problem of evolution. Lamarck attempted to solve this problem with the theses that the action of the environment on an organism tends to produce adaptive modifications, and that these acquired characters are inherited. He failed because both of these theses are easily disprovable.

Darwin side-stepped this problem. He simply accepted without explanation the observed fact that organisms do vary one from another, irrespective of cause. He did not distinguish between inheritable and non-inheritable variations. His problem was the action of natural selection which caused the formation of species, if a variable progenitor is granted.

The second major problem of evolution is the origin of discontinuity within a varying series, for by this means several segments of a single species become distinct species. This is the problem with which Darwin was primarily concerned. It is important to realize that discontinuity is the basic means of distinguishing between closely similar species. The differences between several subspecies of a single species may be quite as great as those between species of a single genus. Yet there is no sharp line of separation between subspecies. They hybridize freely with their neighbors, and intergrades between adjacent subspecies are common in nature. The hallmark of good species is that, however small the differences between related species may be, they are consistent differences, so that Goldschmidt can speak of “the bridgeless gap” between species.

With these two main problems the subsequent chapters will be largely concerned. But first it may be profitable to survey the actual course of evolution as shown by the paleontological record and by other data.
Just Published by BLAKISTON

INTRODUCTORY
GENERAL CHEMISTRY

By JOHN E. CAVELTI, Ph.D., Allegheny College

ACTUALLY MAKES STUDY ENJOYABLE

A highly original, sparkling presentation that captures the student's interest from the very start. Unique—the historical background is woven throughout the entire text as a fascinating story thread. Easy, colorful style gets basic concepts across—keeps students enthusiastic as they learn.

SHORT • SIMPLIFIED • COMPLETE

Contains all material essential to a first course or a terminal text. Scientific measurements and methods—how they developed and how to use them—are described with unparalleled clarity in a special chapter. Chemical principles and their applications to everyday life are picturesquely treated for easy understanding. Descriptions of important elements and compounds are greatly simplified. The selected sections on industrial chemistry are soundly detailed for clear comprehension. To pave the way for advanced study by chemistry majors, students are introduced to the language of organic chemistry and the nature of some organic materials essential to life.

OUTSTANDING TEACHER AIDS

"Topics for Thought" (a compilation of instructive queries that stimulates student thinking) and "Suggestions for Reading" (with brief notes on why the recommended books are helpful) conclude each chapter. An unusually instructive appendix contains some "Questions Involving Arithmetic." A complete and comprehensive index is included for convenient reference.

RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW

50 Illustrations • 423 Pages • $4.50

USE THIS COUPON FOR CONVENIENT 90-DAY EXAMINATION

THE BLAKISTON COMPANY
1012 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 5, Pa.
105 Bond Street, Toronto 2, Canada

Name ........................................
School .....................................
Address ....................................
City ................. Zone ....... State .....

Parks and Steinbach
SYSTEMATIC COLLEGE CHEMISTRY
JUST PUBLISHED!
126 Illustrations
12 Portraits • 692 Pages $5.50

Jones
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
247 Illustrations
56 Portraits • 866 Pages $5.00

Schwenck and Martin
BASIC ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
NEW!
45 Illustrations • 323 Pages $4.50

Muldoon
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
NEW 3rd EDITION
648 Pages $5.50

Wertheim
TEXTBOOK OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
NEW 3rd EDITION
105 Illustrations • 958 Pages $5.00

Steyermark
QUANTITATIVE ORGANIC MICROANALYSIS
NEW!
12 Tables
155 Illustrations • 389 Pages $7.00

Griffin
INORGANIC QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
44 Illustrations • 368 Pages $4.50

Griffin and Plunkett
INORGANIC SEMIMICRO QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
NEW!
21 Illustrations • 299 Pages $4.75

Please send me the following book(s) for 90-day examination:

☐ Cavelti's "Introductory General Chemistry" $4.50; ☐ Parks and Steinbach's "Systematic College Chemistry" $5.50; ☐ Jones's "Inorganic Chemistry" $5.00; ☐ Schwenck and Martin's "Basic Organic Chemistry" $4.50; ☐ Muldoon's "Organic Chemistry" $5.50; ☐ Wertheim's "Textbook of Organic Chemistry" $5.00; ☐ Steyermark's "Quantitative Organic Microanalysis" $7.00; ☐ Griffin's "Inorganic Quantitative Analysis" $4.30; ☐ Griffin and Plunkett's "Inorganic Semimicro Qualitative Analysis" $4.75.
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Are you receiving...

INSTRUMENT NEWS is an 8-page quarterly published in the interests of furthering research, material analysis, and production through modern optical instrumentation. Articles of technical and general interest are prepared by leading workers in the field and the Perkin-Elmer staff.

Some of the outstanding articles from the Spring '52 issue are:

NEW CONCEPT OF INSTRUMENT DESIGN
"Building Blocks" Increase Flexibility

USE OF MODEL 21 IN QUANTITATIVE WORK
Techniques and Practices

INFRARED AND THE PERFUME INDUSTRY
Article by Y. R. Naves

INFRARED AND ESSENTIAL OILS
Picture Case History of Pond's Extract Co.

Among subjects in the Winter '52 issue are:

PERKIN-ELMER INSTRUMENT LABORATORY
Evaluates Infrared Methods

NEW MONOCHROMATOR AND INFRARED SPECTROMETER
Feature Double Pass Optical System

You may receive INSTRUMENT NEWS regularly without charge by filling in the coupon below.

THE PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION
NORWALK, CONN.

Please send me INSTRUMENT NEWS

NAME .................................. TITLE  ..............
FIRM ................................................................
ADDRESS ..................................................
CITY .............................................. STATE  ........(ScI.)

Surgical Cleanliness in ONE WASHING!

with ALCONOX®
the accepted fast-acting Detergent & Wetting Agent

If cleanliness is important to you, ALCONOX will save you Time, Trouble and Expense. ONLY ONE WASHING eliminates the gums, resins and precipitates which collect in, and around experimental vials, test tubes, retorts and other containers.

ALCONOX is mild to your hands, making rubber gloves unnecessary. Its quick self-acting penetration gives you additional time for other important duties.

ALCONOX is economical too: one spoonful makes a gallon of active cleanser, ready and able to lift soil or grime from your laboratory equipment faster than anything you have ever tried.

Box of 3 lb. ......................... Price $1.95
Carton (12 x 3 lb) ................... ea. 18.00
Bag of 50 lb. ........................ lb. .40
Barrel of 300 lb. .................... lb. .37

(slightly higher on Pacific Coast)

If your dealer cannot supply you write for literature and samples.

Dept. S-5
PRICES REDUCED

on PYREX Test Tubes
BRAND
and Culture Tubes!

Reductions up to 14% announced

At a time when most prices are still rising, Corning Glass Works is pleased to announce price reductions on its line of PYREX brand test tubes and culture tubes. As of now, these popular items will cost you up to 14% less!

These reductions come from improvements in the manufacture of test tubes and culture tubes—another result of Corning’s research in glass, part of which effort involves the improvement of production methods. In passing along the savings these improvements make possible, Corning assures you that the same high quality will be maintained.

As with all PYREX brand laboratory ware, PYREX brand test tubes and culture tubes offer exceptional resistance to corrosion, physical and thermal shock... minimizing danger of breakage through handling or sterilization.

Stock up now—your laboratory supply dealer is ready to serve you.

Be sure you have up-to-date prices. Send today for new price list.

Corning means research in Glass

VISIT THE NEW CORNING GLASS CENTER

Corning Glass Works
Dept. Sc-5, Corning, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me new price lists for PYREX brand Test Tubes and Culture Tubes.

NAME________________________TITLE________________________
COMPANY________________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY________________________ZONE________STATE__________
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Extremely Accurate Temperature Control at any Point between 38°C. and 260°C.

THE CASTLE HEAVY-DUTY HOT-AIR STERILIZER is made of lifetime stainless steel with heavy insulation. A circulating fan provides full circulation of air . . . eliminates “hot” and “cold” spots . . . insures uniformity of 4°C.

This Super-Standard Castle Sterilizer is electrically heated . . . is designed and built for constant, extra heavy work in the laboratory. Exceptional accuracy of control enables you to use this sterilizer also as a drying oven.

For complete information write: Wilmot Castle Co., 1212 University Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y.

Accurate dial type thermometer provided.

In Research there is

NO SUBSTITUTE for

PURITY of AMINO ACIDS and PEPTIDES

H.M. CHEMICAL CO., LTD., SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
The Leitz
Panphot

Universal Camera Microscope

Large stage moves up and down for finer, faster focusing.

The PANPHOT combines permanently aligned microscope, camera and light source in one convenient unit.

Only the Leitz PANPHOT enables you to switch from microscopic observation to photo-micrography without moving from your chair, for it's the only universal camera microscope with operating parts for both functions right at hand. Changeover from one to the other is fast, simple, dependable. Now available to industrial and technical laboratories, the PANPHOT is a perfect combination of research microscope and reflex camera.

The PANPHOT permits the use of transmitted light, reflected light, darkfield illumination and polarized light. The permanently aligned light source provides a filament lamp for observation and an arc light for photo-micrography.

Easy observation of the image to be photographed is provided by a large ground glass in the reflex mirror camera. The camera accommodates 3¼" x 4¼" plates or cut film for black and white or color work.

A full range of accessories is available to equip the PANPHOT for every phase of photomicrography, photo-macrography and for drawing and projecting micro-images.

Write today for information to Dept. SC

E. LEITZ, Inc., 304 Hudson Street, New York 13, N. Y.

LEITZ MICROSCOPES • SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS • LEICA CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
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For MEASUREMENT of SKIN RESISTANCE

Garceau RECORDING PSYCHOGALVANOMETER

For the study of the psychogalvanic reflex and skin resistance. The instrument is direct-reading and gives a written record of the reaction of the patient. Price $775.00

Garceau CLINICAL DERMOMETER

For clinical and experimental investigation of disorders involving sympathetic reaction, such as pain reflexes. In the psychological laboratory, the instrument has a well-known application as a so-called "lie detector". Resistance is read directly from a calibrated dial. Small variations, greatly magnified, are shown on the meter. Battery operated. Price $115.00

ELECTRO-MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC.
New Address—SOUTH WOODSTOCK 2, VERMONT, U.S.A.

Pioneers manufacturers of the electroencephalograph

---

RARE CHEMICALS OF HIGH PURITY
TO SUPPLY THE NEEDS OF BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH

Detailed, Pertinent, Analytical Data For Every Product

NUCLEIC ACID DERIVATIVES
- Thymidine
- Thymidylic Acid
- Desoxycytidine
- Desoxycytidylic Acid

ANTI-VITAMINS
- Sodium ω-Methylpantothenic Acid
- L-Thiolhistidine
- L-Ergothionine
- Homocysteine Thiolactone
- Glycyccline

AMINO ACIDS
- D- & L-Serine
- D- & L-Methionine
- D- & L-Ethionine
- D- & L-Homocystine
- L-Isocitric Acid
- Ethyl Linoleate
- Ethyl Linolenate
- Chlorophenoxyisobutyric Acids
- Dimethyl-β-Propiothetin

CARBOHYDRATE INTERMEDIATEs
- cis-Aconitic Acid
- Ethyl 3-Indoleacetate
- Esoxycytidine
- Esoxycytidylic Acid
- δ-Thiolhistidine
- Ergothionine
- L-Homocysteine Thiolactone
- Glycyccline

FATTY ACIDS
- Ethyl Linoleate
- Ethyl Linolenate
- Chlorophenoxyisobutyric Acids
- Dimethyl-β-Propiothetin

PLANT HORMONES
- Ethyl 3-Indoleacetate
- Chlorophenoxyisobutyric Acids
- Dimethyl-β-Propiothetin

CALIFORNIA FOUNDATION FOR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH
3408 Fowler Street, Los Angeles 63, Calif.
A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION
two instruments in one
an analytical and isotope-ratio mass spectrometer combined

CONSOLIDATED'S new Model 21-401 Mass Spectrometer is a compact, medium-priced instrument, ideal for those laboratories having moderate analytical loads. Highly versatile, it provides not only quantitative analyses of gaseous or light-liquid mixtures as automatically recorded mass spectra, but also precise recorded ratios of stable gaseous isotopes. Like the widely used Model 21-103, it is exceptionally accurate and incorporates many automatic, time-saving features. For the multitude of industrial and scientific applications not requiring extremes of mass range, sensitivity, and operating speed, the Model 21-401 is of maximum value. Write for Bulletin CEC-1821.

Model 21-401 Mass Spectrometer

Consolidated Engineering Corporation
300 No. Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena 8, California

Micromanometer, Model 23-105 provides precise, absolute pressure measurements in the micron range (0.1 to 150 microns) without knowledge of the composition of the gas. This inherent property enables the instrument to satisfy many critical requirements in scientific and industrial vacuum applications.
RADIO-ACTIVE
STEROIDS

Immediately
Available

**Estrone 16-C\(^{14}\)**
Activity per mg.   Price per mg.
2.7 microcuries   $50.00

**Progesterone 21-C\(^{14}\)**
Activity per mg.   Price per mg.
2.25 microcuries   $40.00

**Desoxycorticosterone acetate 21-C\(^{14}\)**
Activity per mg.   Price per mg.
2.25 microcuries   $40.00

Form A.E.C. 374 and
Form N.R.C.-C.R.
247 (Canada) must ac-
company each order.

For further information, write to:

Charles E. Frosst & Co.
P. O. Box 247
Montreal Canada

A MIGHTY LIGHT
FROM A SMALL SOURCE
"POINTOLITE" LAMPS

Laboratory workers rely on Pointolite’s dependable, steady light that requires no attention after starting. Illumination is an intensely brilliant, remarkably white, "point of light". Designed to fit scientific optical instruments for photographic and projection purposes. Lamps in various candle-power sizes and necessary auxiliary equipment are described and listed in Bulletin SM.

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.
ELECTRICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
1374 ARCH STREET - PHILADELPHIA 7, PENNA.

SCHOTT
Narrow Band Interference Filters
Transmission up to 45% . . . Half band width down to 5 µµ . . . Peak wave-length region: from 400 to 1,000 µµ . . . Size of filters: 2" × 2" . . . Regular quality IL: Tolerance at peak wave length ± 1% . . . Precision quality PIL: Tolerance at peak wave length + 0.5%.

Ask for Bulletin NBF-339

FS MULTI-LAYER
INTERFERENCE FILMS
Part of the spectrum is strongly reflected and the balance strongly transmitted, according to requirements. Absorption is negligible. Transmission or reflection peaks as high as 85 to 90% but the spectral bands are relatively broad.

Ask for Bulletin MI-318

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
74 Portman Road, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Now you can swing twelve 15 ml. Centrifuge tubes or twelve blood serum tubes 16 mm. x 100 mm. or smaller in your International Clinical Model. The new angle style head, Catalog No. 809, fits any International Clinical Model now in service and has 12 drilled holes to accommodate twelve 15 ml. glass tubes in Metal Shields No. 302 or 12 blood serum tubes in Metal Shields No. 303. Maximum speed of the No. 809 head on alternating current 3770 r.p.m., 1790 x g. Prices: No. 809 Head — $33.90; No. 302 or No. 303 Shields — each $1.05. Obtainable now from your Laboratory Apparatus Supply Dealer.

Advantages offered only by the International Clinical Model

Interchangeable accessories in wide variety — 32 different accessory combination possibilities.

Basket style heads for continuous filtrations — interchangeable with conventional tube-carrying heads.

Higher speeds, for example, 4-place 15 ml. angle head 4300 r.p.m., 2650 x g. on alternating current.

Guaranteed by over fifty years of specialization in Centrifuge manufacture.

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1284 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD, BOSTON 35, MASS.

Send for Bulletin CHC-1952
HIGHLY magnified images are sharp and detailed, clearly visible from the very back of the classroom—when you use a Bausch & Lomb Balopticon Projector. No extraneous accessories and super-gadgets to contend with. Simply, conveniently, the Balopticon gives you all the valuable teaching advantages of the world's finest screen image quality.

You can project the widest range of slides and opaque objects with the Balopticon: illustrations, printed pages, charts, geological, botanical and pathological specimens...even chemical reactions! Grip the attention, spur the imagination of all your students with the Balopticon—the nucleus of modern visual education.

WRITE for free demonstration and literature. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 642-24 St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.